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Introduction
Introduction to the Program
"The Inventory of Resource Rich Areas in Illinois"
and the Critical Trends Assessment Project
The following "Inventory of Resource Rich Areas in Illinois" is a product of the Critical Trends
Assessment Project and the Ecosystems Program of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources.
Both are funded largely through Conservation 2000, a six-year State of Illinois program to enhance
nature protection, sport, and outdoor recreation by reversing the decline of the state's ecosystems.
Conservation 2000 is the culmination of three recent natural resource mitiatives in Illinois. First,
investigators for the Critical Trends Assessment Project inventoried and analyzed existing environmen-
tal, ecological, and economic data as part of an effort to establish baseline conditions from which
future changes in ecological conditions might be measured. Phase I of CTAP, completed in the fall of
1994, concluded that:
the emission and discharge of regulated pollutants over the past 20 years has
declined in Illinois, in some cases dramatically;
existing data suggest that the condition of natural systems in Illinois is rapidly
declining as a result of fragmentation and continued stress;
data designed to monitor compliance with environmental regulations or the status
of individual species are not sufficient to assess ecological health statewide.
The Illinois Conservation Congress and Governor Edgar's Water Resources and Land Use Priorities
Task Force underlined the urgency of these findings. The Conservation Congress concluded that better
stewardship of the state's land and water resources could be achieved by managing them on an ecosys-
tem basis. Traditional management and assessment practices focus primarily on the protection of
relatively small tracts of land (usually under public ownership) and the cultivation of single species
(usually game animals or rare and endangered plants and animals). Fiowever, ecosystems extend
beyond the boundaries of the largest parks, nature preserves, and fish and wildlife areas. Unless
landscapes are managed on this larger scale, it will prove impossible to preserve, protect, and perpetuate
Illinois' richly diverse natural resource base.
It plainly being impossible for Illinois governments to acquire resources on the ecosystem scale when
more than 90% of the state's land area is privately owned, the Task Force and the Congress called for
public agencies and private landowners to cooperate in a new approach to natural resources programs.
if landowners can protect, enhance, or restore precious natural resources through enlightened private
management, the need for public acquisition can reduced.
The Congress and the Task Force agreed that such programs ought to be:
organized on a regional scale;
voluntary and incentive-based;
guided by comprehensive and comprehensible ecosystem-based scientific information;
initiated at the grassroots rather than in Springfield.
Finally, the Congress and the Task Force agreed that natural resource protection need not hamper local
economic development but may enhance it through tourism and outdoor recreation.
CTAP described the reality of ecosystem decline in Illinois, and the Congress and the Task Force laid out
principles for new approaches to reversing it. Conservation 2000 is designed to achieve that reversal.
This six-year initiative will implement a number of the recommendations of the Congress and the Task
Force, drawing on $100 million to fund nine new programs in three State of Illinois agencies.
One of these programs is IDNR's Ecosystems Program, whose purpose is to support cooperative public-
private partnerships that merge natural resource stewardship with compatible economic and recreational
development. The program redirects existing department programs to support new local and regional
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resource protection initiatives. The Ecosystems Program also is the means by which the State of Ilhnois
may support Ecosystem Partnerships. These are coahtions of local and regional interests seeking to
maintain and enhance ecological and economic conditions in local landscapes (usually defined by water-
shed boundaries). In addition to coordinating its own programs with those of its local partners, the
Ecosystems Program will:
provide technical assistance to the partnerships, such as resource management plans
for use by participating landowners;
assess resources in the area encompassed by each Ecosystem Partnership, collecting
data that the local partners themselves may use to set project priorities and design
projects and supplying scientific support to ecosystem partners, including on-going
monitoring of Ecosystem Partnership areas;
fund site-specific ecosystem projects recommended by each partnership. Such projects
may involve habitat protection and improvement, technical assistance, research,
and education, including projects that seek to expand on the relationships between
natural resources, economic development, and recreation.
The landscape level approach to identifying and managing natural resources is critical to the long-term
preservation of the rich heritage of Illinois. This publication identifies and describes large areas where
such resources are concentrated. Four parameters were used in the analysis: forests, wetlands, Illinois
Natural Areas Inventory sites, and Biologically Significant Streams. Watersheds were used as the
geographic unit for evaluation.
<&>
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Statewide Summaries
The RRAs include 45% of the bottomland, 43 % of the
nonforested wetland, and 34% of the upland forest in Illinois
while occupying less than 20% of the state's total area.
Thirty Resource Rich Areas (RRAs) (Figure 1) were identified using the methods described in
Methodology (page 161). In total they cover 19.8% of the state (Table 1), encompassing seven of the
state's 36 million acres. However, the actual area of biologically important natural resources is less than
the total area of the RRAs. This results from the use of watersheds as the unit of analysis. In most RRAs,
the existing natural resources occupy a concentrated portion of the watershed, or core area, often along
riparian corridors. While nearly half the area within the RRAs is in agricultural production, less than 15%
of the state's total cropland occurs in the RRAs. The RRAs include over one-third of the woodlands and
nearly half the wetlands in Illinois (Table 1).
The RRAs range dramatically in size from 15,144 to 626,795 acres (Table 2). The largest RRAs are Big
Rivers, the Southern Till Plain, and the Middle Illinois River. The smallest RRAs—Sugar River, Thorn
Creek, Des Plaines River, Illinois Beach, and the DuPage River—are found in the northern part of the
state, the latter four in highly urbanized areas. RRAs are distributed throughout the state and occur gener-
ally on the main stems of the larger rivers or in the southern part of the state.
Landcover
Bottomland, nonforested wetland, and upland forest are well represented in the RRAs. The RRAs include
45.1% of the bottomland, 42.6% of the nonforested wetland, and 33.9% of the upland forest in Illinois,
while occupying less than 20% of the total area in the state. Landcover classes with the lowest percentages
in RRAs were cropland (14.9%), grassland (20.2%), and urban (20.6%). Within the RRAs cropland was
the dominant landcover class (45.4%), followed by upland forests (19.8%) and grassland (18.3%).
Table i. Landcover Composition for Resource Rich Areas and for Illinois. The
is the combination of upland and bottomland forest classes and the "Wetlands
total of nonforested wetland and bottomland forest.
"Forest - total" category
- total" category is the
Landcover
Figure 1. Resource Rich Areas
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INAI sites occurs in Shawnee Hills, followed by Chain O" Lakes-Fox River, Cache River, Big Rivers, and
Illinois Ozarks.
Forty-eight percent of all Biologically Significant Stream (BSS) mileage lies within RRA sites. The Shawnee
Hills and Embarras River RRAs have the highest BSS mileage with 126 and 112 miles respectively
(Table 2). Eight RRAs have no BSS streams. The distribution of BSS streams relative to RRAs is depicted
in Figure 3.
Chain O' Lakes-Fox River ranked highest in occurrence of Heritage points with 476, followed by three
RRAs in southern Illinois—Cache River (298), Shawnee Hills (255), and Illinois Ozarks (227). The
number reflects a combination of significant communities, endangered and threatened species locations,
geological features, and colonial nesting bird sites (rookeries).
Table 2. Illinois Natural Areas Inventory (INAI), Biologically Significant Streams (BSS), and Natural
Heritage occurrences for Resource Rich Areas.
Name of
6 • Statewide Summaries
Natural Heritage CoMMUNrrres
Of the 968 significant community occurrences in Illinois, 58% are located in RRAs (Table 3). Several com-
munity types are well represented in the RRAs, particularly caves, primary types, savannas, and wetlands.
The distribution of significant community types relative to the RRAs is illustrated in Figures 4-1 1.










Primary (glade, cliff, lake shore) 71
Total 968
Occurrences
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Table 4. State and Federally Owned Lands in Resource Rich Areas, (continued)
Figure 2. Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Figure 3. Biologically Significant Streams
Figure 4. Upland Forest Heritage Sites Figure 5. Floodplain Forest Heritage Sites
Figure 6. Wetland Heritage Sites Figure 7. Prairie Heritage Sites
Figure 8. Savanna Heritage Sites Figure 9. Cave l-ieritage Sites
Figure 10. Lake Heritage Sites Figure 11. Primary Heritage Sites
Figure 12. State and Federal Land
State Land
Federal Land
Figure 13. Natural Divisions
1 Wisconsin Driftless
2 Rock River Hill Country
3 Northeastern Morainal
4 Grand Prairie
5 Upper Miss, and Illinois R. Bottomlands
6 Illinois and Mississippi River Sand Areas
7 Western Forest-Prairie
8 Middle Mississippi Border





12 Lower Mississippi River Bottomlands
13 Shawnee Hills
14 Coastal Plain
14 Resource Rich Area Summaries
What to Look for
IN THE Resource Rich Area Summaries
The 30 RRAs are described in detail in this section of the report. The following information
is provided for each RRA:
Overview (brief characterization of the site and graph of the landcover composition)
Summary table of total size, Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites (INAI) ,
Biologically Significant Streams (BSS), and state and federally owned land
Landcover data table
Illinois Natural Areas Inventory table
Biologically Significant Streams table
Natural Heritage Categories table
State and Federal Lands table
Nature Preserves table
Natural Division table
Natural Resource Map (locations of Natural Areas, Biologically Significant Streams,
state and federal lands)
Landcover map
In the summary tables of the 30 site descriptions, the following should be noted: The slight
variation in total acreages of RRAs listed in the Summary table and the Landcover table is related to the
use of different analysis methods. Acreages in this publication are generated from digital coverages and
are not authoritative; they may differ slightly from acreages listed in other sources. For Illinois Natural
Areas, some sites are represented in the Geographic Information System (GIS) only by point locations
because maps were not available at the time of this analysis. Therefore, no acreages were listed (the
acreage for these sites is marked with an '). Some of the features included in the Biologically Significant
Streams Inventory are lakes, in which case the mileage was calculated as the perimeter of the lake. In
the analysis of Heritage occurrences, the stream community type was not used because of the difficulties
of using point locations as representations for stream lengths and because significant streams were well
represented in other tables (Natural Areas Inventory and Biologically Significant Streams). State land in
this publication is limited to parks, conservation areas, forests, and fish and wildlife areas. The grass-
lands category includes pastures, hayfields, idle fields, rural road and railroad rights-of-way, and prairie
remnants.
Each RRA is represented by a natural resources map and a landcover map. Feature labels are
generally to the right of the feature unless this was not possible. The maps were designed to maximize
the area on the page, therefore scales vary between maps. A key to feature names contained on the
maps follows.
NA Natural Area
NA"' Natural Area represented as points
SP State Park
SCA State Conservation Area
FWA State Fish and Wildlife Area
SF State Forest
NF National Forest
NWR National Wildlife Refuge
Federal Land labels are in capital letters.
The Shawnee National Forest is represented on the maps by many scattered ownership boundaries,
which are unlabeled, and a more general proclamation boundary.
Driftlhss Area • 1
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Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 8%








The Sugar River RRA is characterized by a wide,
wooded riparian corridor of floodplain forest and
upland woods. It is the smallest RRA. The Sugar River
area is along an important bird migration route and
provides habitat for several unusual amphibians and
reptiles.
Landcover The predominant landcover type is cropland
(45%), followed by grassland (33%). This site has the
second highest percentage of grasslands among the RRAs.
The site is 18.5% wooded (8% upland and 10.5%
bottomland forest). The percentages of bottomland woods
and nonforested wetlands are relatively high, but the total acreages are low, reflecting
the site's small size.
Natural Areas The Sugar River Natural Area occupies 20% of this RRA. A
small prairie is the only other Natural Area in this RRA.
Biologically Significant Streams The Sugar River RRA has 4.5 miles of biolog-
ically significant streams.
Heritage Sites Twenty-four Heritage Sites occur in this RRA. There are three
significant community types, 12 plant species, and four animal species.
State and Federal Land There is no state or federal land in this RRA.
Nature Preserves There are two Nature Preserves in this site. Natural features
include bluffs, sand savanna, and prairie.
Natural Divisions This site lies in the Rock River Hill Country (84%) and
Northeastern Morainal (16%) Divisions.
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Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 1 9%










Chain O' Lakes - Fox River
The Chain O' Lakes-Fox River RRA encompasses the
area of most recent glaciation in Illinois. Significant
natural features in this poorly drained area include
glacial landforms, natural lakes, and wetlands. Many
wetland types are found in this RRA, such as bogs, fens,
seeps, and shallow and deep marshes. Some rare species
and community types are limited in their distribution to
this area of the state. Urban expansion from the Chicago
metropolitan region continues to put severe pressure on
the natural resources in this region.
Landcover The predominant landcover in this RRA is urban/built-up (30%).
This site has the highest urban/built-up acreage and ranks fifth in percentage of
urban-built up area. Twenty percent of this site is wooded and 20% is cropland.
Chain O' Lakes - Fox River has the most nonforested wetlands acreage (20,839
acres) and ranks first for percentage of nonforested wetlands among the RRAs.
Natural Areas This site has the second highest number of Natural Areas. The 72
Natural Areas include bogs, fens, seeps, marshes, sedge meadows, natural lakes,
glacial features, and prairies.
Biologically Significant Streams The Chain O' Lakes
BSS locations, 14 of which are lakes.
Fox River RRA has 15
Heritage Sites This site has 476 Heritage occurrences, the highest number
among the RRAs. There are 23 significant community types, 73 plants species, 23
animal species, and five rookeries in this area.
State and Federal Land State land in this RRA consists of two state parks:
Chain O' Lakes and McHenry Dam & Lake Defiance. There is no federal land in
this site.
Nature Preserves There are 34 Nature Preserves within this RRA. Principal
natural features are bogs, fens, marshes, glacial lakes, sedge meadows, and prairies.
Natural Divisions This site is entirely within the Northeastern Morainal Natural
Division.
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State and Federal Land
State Parks
Chain-O-Lakes
McHenry Dam & Lake Defiance
State Conservation Areas
State Forests
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Illinois Beach
Illinois Beach RRA is one of the most ecologically rich
and unique areas in Illinois. The diversity of habitats
created because of its location on the shores of Lake
Michigan support a wide variety of plants and
animals. Significant and unusual topographic features
include beaches, ridges and swales, and dunes. The
area is an important migratory route for birds. This
site's boundaries include urbanized areas of the
Chicago metropolitan region.
Landcover The predominant landcover in Illinois
Beach RRA is urban/built-up (63%), followed by upland
woods (15%). Illinois Beach RRA has the second highest percentage oi^ urban/huilt -
up acreage among the RRAs. This RRA ranks third in percentage of nonforested
wetlands.
Natural Areas There are 15 Natural Areas, covering almost 9% of the site.
Illinois Beach and Illinois Dunes North account for three-fourths of the total Natural
Area acreage.
Biologically Significant Streams This site has no BSS streams.
Heritage Sites Illinois Beach RRA has 155 Heritage points. Twenty-one
significant community types occur in this RRA, several of which are primary
communities—foredunes, beaches, and bluffs—specific to this part of the state. The
Heritage database lists 47 plant species, 17 animal species, and a peregrine falcon
hacking site for this RRA.
State and Federal Land State land consists of Illinois Beach State Park. Fort
Sheridan is currently federally owned.
Nature Preserves There are three Nature Preserves in this site. Many unique
lakefront communities such as lakeshore, foredune, sand prairie, sand savanna, fen,
panne, sedge meadow, marsh, and pond are found in these Nature Preserves.
Natural Division Illinois Beach RRA is in the Northeastern Morainal Natural
Division.
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H upland forest 1 5%
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Geological Feature
Other
Hacking Site Peregrine Falcon
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Landcover at a Glance
^ upland forest 8%









The natural resources of the Kishwaukee River RRA are
concentrated along the wooded corridor of the river.
Originally savanna with many sloughs and marshes,
the area is now primarily agricultural. This RRA drains
to the Rock River The Chain O' Lakes-Fox River RRA,
which adjoins the Kishwaukee River RRA on the east,
drains to the Fox River and ultimately the Illinois
River.
Landcover This site is approximately half cropland and
one-fourth grassland. Forest cover accounts for 11% of the
area and is concentrated along the river. The Kishwaukee
River RRA ranks fourth in percentage of nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas There are three Natural Areas in this RRA.
Biologically Significant Streams Fifteen miles of the Kishwaukee River are
designated as high quality by BSS standards.
Heritage Sites The eight Heritage points in this RRA include two significant
community types, two plant species, and four animal species.
State and Federal Land There is no state or federal land in this RRA.
Nature Preserves There are no Nature Preserves in this RRA.
Natural Divisions This site lies entirely within the Northeastern Morainal
Natural Division.
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Landcover at a Glance
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The ecological core of this RRA is the Rock River
corridor from Rockford to Dixon. Significant features
include upland and floodplain forests, seeps, springs,
prairies, aquatic systems, cliffs, and bedrock outcrop-
pings. Some of the habitats support relict boreal plants
which are more normally found farther north in
Wisconsin and Minnesota and in the Appalachian
Mountains. Principal landcover in the area is
cropland and pasture; forest cover is concentrated
along the river. This site is a pilot area for efforts by
the Illinois Department of Natural Resources to imple-
ment its local partnership program.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant landcover (47%), followed by grassland
(25%) and upland woods (15%). This RRA ranks 15th in percentage of upland
woods. The percentages of nonforested wetland and bottomland forest are low
compared to the other RRAs (24th and 28th, respectively).
Natural Areas The 20 Natural Areas range from less than an acre (Stronghold
Hill Prairie) to 2,311 acres (Lowden-Miller Forest). Nachusa Grasslands is the second
largest Natural Area with 1,583 acres.
Biologically Significant Streams BSS designated streams are a nearly seven mile
stretch of the Rock River and the entire length of the Kishwaukee River in this RRA.
Heritage Sites There are 101 Heritage occurrences consisting of seven significant
community types, 32 plants species, eight animal species, and a rookery.
State and Federal Land There are three state parks within the site and one state
forest.
Nature Preserves Four Nature Preserves are present and contain such significant
features as upland forest, sandstone cliffs, gorges, and prairie.
Natural Divisions This RRA is within the Rock River Hill County (84%),
Northeastern Morainal (11%), and Grand Prairie (5%) Natural Divisions. This site
has the largest acreage of the Rock River Hill Country division among the RRAs.
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Fearer Tract At Castle Rock
Franklin Creek
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Jarrett Prairie
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XIJ^ 1 1. .1 (. DuPage River
The DuPage River site is located in the highly urban-
ized western suburbs of Chicago. It is comprised of the
watershed of the East Branch of the DuPage River.
Because of its small size, this RRA ranked relatively
high among the watersheds based on percentage of
forest and nonforested wetlands in the watershed.
Wooded areas such as Morton Arboretum and county
forest preserves contributed to inclusion of this site as a
Resource Rich Area.
LandcoVER This RRA is the most urbanized of the sites;
urban/built-up land accounts for 68% of the area. Upland
woods cover 19% of the area, some of which is heavily wooded residential areas.
There is little bottomland woods. The DuPage River RRA ranks sixth in percentage
of nonforested wetlands; they are concentrated along the river.
Natural Areas Seven sites covering 1,576 acres occur in this RRA. They range in
size from small prairie sites (10 and 33 acres) and a marsh (eight acres) to Morton
Arboretum (1,423 acres).
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams in this site.
Heritage Sites There are relatively few Heritage Sites; they include three commu-
nity types, six plant species, and five animal species.
State and Federal Land There is no state or federal land in this site.
Nature Preservts Principal natural features at the two Nature Preserves in this
RRA are prairies, upland forest, savanna, and sedge meadow.
Natural Divisions This site lies entirely within the Northeastern Morainal Division.
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Mississippi - Lower Rock • 49
Mississippi - Lower Rock River
The Mississippi - Lower Rock River RRA includes
major rivers, bottomlands, upland forests, prairies, and
river bluffs. This RRA has a relatively high total
acreage of Natural Areas due primarily to Mississippi
River sites.
Landcover Cropland (54%) and grassland (18%) cover
almost three-fourths of the land area. This RRA ranks 14th
in percentage of bottomland woods, and 23rd in percentage
of upland woods. Overall, woods accounts for almost 13%
of the land area. This site has the fourth highest acreage
and the ninth highest percentage of nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas This RRA ranks third among the RRAs in terms of the Natural
Area acreage. Four Mississippi River sites account for the majority of Natural Area
acreage. The natural features found in the 17 Natural Areas in this RRA include
prairies, marshes, aquatic features, and forests.
Biologically Significant Streams Six BSS designations account for over 44
miles of BSS streams within this site. Three BSS segments occur on the Mississippi
River and one on the Rock River.
Heritage Sites This RRA has 74 Heritage occurrences. Of the ten significant
community types, seven are prairies. Four plant species, 17 animal species, and six
rookeries are found in this site.
State and Federal Land Within this RRA there are two state parks and one
state fish and wildlife area. Federal land along the Mississippi River totals 15,694
acres.
Nature Preserves Three Nature Preserves occur within the site. Elton E. Fawks
Bald Eagle Refuge is the largest (164 acres) and serves as an important winter
roosting site for bald eagles. Black Hawk Forest is one of the few remaining
areas representative of the narrow, forested bluff lines which characterizes the
Middle Mississippi Border Natural Division.
Natural Divisions Seven natural divisions comprise this RRA. The Upper
Mississippi and Illinois River Bottomlands is the predominant Natural Division
(40%), followed by the Grand Prairie Division (22%) and the Middle Mississippi
Border (20%).
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Bald eagles once
commonly nest-
ed along the large
rivers In Illinois.
Declines in the con-
tinental population
were reflected in the
small number of
eagles observed in
Illinois from the late
1800s to the mid
1900s. Although
nesting bald eagles
are rare in Illinois,
important wintering
sites for bald eagles





to this area to feed
on the fish below
the dams where the
turbulent water
remains open even in
the coldest winters.
One important
winter roost is just
upstream from the
Quad Cities at the
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The Des Plaines River RRA is a small, highly urbanized
site which forms a narrow corridor along the river
from just west of Chicago to Joliet. Relatively high
percentages of upland woods and nonforested wetlands
occur in this site. Important natural features include
prairie, savanna, river bluff, cliff, wetlands, floodplain
and upland forest.
Landcover This site is one-third urban and one-third
upland woods. The Des Plaines River RRA ranks third in
percentage of upland woods and second in percentage
of nonforested wetlands, although actual acreages are
relatively low. Larger wooded tracts are located in county forest preserves, especially
at the confluence of the Calumet Sag Channel and the Des Plaines River.
Nonforested wetlands are concentrated along the river.
Natural Areas Eleven Natural Areas occur in this RRA. They are predominantly
woods or prairie sites and range in size from three to 675 acres.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams at this site.
Heritage Sites There are 61 Heritage Sites representing 15 significant community
types, eight plant species, ten animal species, one large forest tract, and a rookery.
State and Federal Land There are no state or federal lands at this site.
Nature Preserves There are nine Nature Preserves. Cap Sauers Holdings, at
1,548 acres, is one of the largest preserves in northeastern Illinois. Principal natural
features found in the Nature Preserves are river bluffs, ravine forests, springs, sedge
meadows, marshes, fens, prairies, savannas, floodplain, and upland woods. Some of
the natural features represent the last remaining examples in northeastern Illinois.
Natural Divisions This RRA lies almost entirely within the Northeastern
Morainal Natural Division.
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58 • Des Plaines River
The habitat of the
Mine's emerald
dragonfly is a rare
and localized wet-


















dragonfly is a state
endangered species.
In Illinois, the
largest threat to this
dragonfly is habitat
loss due to develop-
ment.
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Thorn Creek
The Thorn Creek RRA is characterized as heavily
urbanized with its natural resources confined along
streams and in forest preserves. This is a relatively
small site.
Landcover The site is 61 % urban/biiilr-up and 24%
upland woods. Much of the woods occurs in the county
forest preserves; some is wooded residential areas. Small
amounts of nonforested wetlands and bottomland forest
acreages are located in this RRA.
Natural Areas The five Natural Areas in Thorn Creek
RRA total 927 acres. The natural areas include examples of
upland, bottomland and ravine woodlands, glacial potholes, prairies, and streams.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams in this RRA.
Heritage Sites There are 13 Heritage occurrences: three significant community
types, seven plants species, and three animal species.
State and Federal Land There is no state or federal land at this site.
Nature Preserves The two Nature Preserves located in this site feature forest,
prairie, and marsh communities.
Natural Divisions This site lies entirely within the Northeastern Morainal
Natural Division.
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Bird

















Prairie 1'arklands • 63
Prairie Parklands
The dominant feature of the Prairie Parklands RRA is
the recently created Midewin National Tallgrass
Prairie, the nation's first federally designated tallgrass
prairie, at the formerJoliet Arsenal. Significant natural
features in the RRA include prairies, wetlands, and
streams. The southern border of Prairie Parklands RRA
adjoins the Kankakee-Iroquois RRA.
Landcover The landcover at this site is predominantly
cropland (45%) followed by grassland (30'}d). This site
ranks third in percentage of grassland and has the highest
percentage outside of northwestern Illinois. Prairie
Parklands ranks eighth for percentage of nonforested
wetlands. Compared to the other RRAs, the percentages of upland and bottomland
forest are low.
Natural Areas More than 10,000 acres (18 sites) of Natural Areas are recognized
in this RRA. Joliet Army Ammunition Plant (i.e. Joliet Arsenal) accounts for half of
the acreage. The other Natural Areas include prairies, savannas, geological features,
and aquatic systems.
Biologically Significant Streams BSS streams in this RRA are the Illinois and
Kankakee Rivers and Manhattan Creek, which total approximately 24 miles.
Heritage Sites The 85 Heritage sites include 12 significant community types,
eight of which are prairies. Sixteen species of plants and 17 species of animals are
listed as Heritage occurrences.
State and Federal Land Twenty-two percent of this RRA is state or federal
land. Two state parks and a state conservation area are located in the Prairie
Parklands RRA. At the time of this analysis the largest public holding, with 26,904
acres, was the Joliet Arsenal; much of this land will become the Midewin National
Tallgrass Prairie.
Nature Preserves The six Nature Preserves in this RRA include several prairies,
as well as savannas, wet meadows, and marshes. They range in size from a prairie in
a cemetery of less than an acre to Coose Lake Prairie (1,580 acres).
Natural Divisions Most of the Prairie Parklands RRA is in the Grand Prairie
Division; 10% is Northeastern Morainal Division.
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Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Blodgett Road Dolomite Prairie
Braidwood Dunes and Savanna
Collins Station Prairie









Plaines Station Geological Area
Rock Run Corn Salad Site
Rockdale Geological Area
Schweizer West Geological Area
Wilmington Geological Area
Wilmington Shrub Prairie
' = point location, map not available
Biologically Significant Streams
Illinois River, above Dresden L&D
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Mollusk











Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 5%
III bottomland forest 2%
B wetland 1%






The Kankakee River RRA is relatively flat with low
sandy ridges. Before the land was drained and culti-
vated, sand prairie and marsh were common; the area
is now largely agricultural. Aquatic systems and
savannas are important remaining natural resources
of the area. The Kankakee River forms the core of the
RRA and is unusual in Illinois because it is on or
near bedrock.















Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Bourbonnais Geological Area
Boy Scout Road Area
Guiding Star Savanna
Hooper Branch Savanna
Iroquois County Conservation Area
Kankakee River
Kankakee River Nature Preserve (Altorf Island)
Kankakee River Nature Preserve Addition










Baker Creek, Exline to Kankankee River
Beaver Creek
Kankankee River, Momence to Des Plaines Cons. Area
Little Beaver Cr., state line to SE of St. Anne






























72 • Kankakee - Iroquois
One of the
principal sand
areas in Illinois is
found in Kankakee
and Iroquois
counties. The area is
the ancient bed of a
large glacial lake.
Dunes (some reach-
ing almost 700 feet
in height) and swales
characterize the
area. Sand savanna,
sand prairie, and pin
oak flatwoods are





species, such as the
ironcolor shiner and
weed shiner, that
are rare in Illinois.
The Kankakee River































Peoria Wilds • 73
Peoria Wilds
Peoria Wilds encompasses the floodplain of the Illinois
River, deeply dissected bluffs and hills bordering the
floodplain, and relatively flat agricultural areas away
from the river. A large tract of forest runs along the
bluff to the west of the Illinois River. Nonforested wet-
lands are concentrated next to the river.
Landcover Cropland (46%) is the predominant
landcover type at this site, followed by upland woods
(20%) and grassland (16%). It ranks low in the per-
centage of nonforested wetland and has moderate bot-
tomland percentages. The relatively high percentage of
water is due to the large lakes associated with the
Illinois River and floodplain.
Natural Areas Woodlands, hill prairies, marshes, fens, and seeps are some of the
important natural resources in the 24 Natural Areas located in this RRA.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams in this RRA.
Heritage Sites OT the 51 Heritage sites, nearly half are occurrences of significant
communities of wetlands, forest, savanna, and prairie. Six plant species, four animal
species, one forest block greater than 500 acres, and one rookery occur in this RRA.
State and Federal Lands Four state conservation areas and one fish and wildlife
area comprise the state land in the RRA. A unit of the Chautauqua National
Wildlife Refuge is located here. These public lands are associated directly with the
Illinois River.
Nature Preserves Seven sites are recognized as Nature Preserves. The natural
resources includes seeps, fens, hill prairies, and upland forest in deep ravines and on
slopes and ridges.
Natural Divisions The natural divisions occurring in the RRA are the Grand
Prairie (62%), Upper Mississippi River and Illinois River Bottomlands (30%), and
the Illinois River and Mississippi River Sand Areas (7.5%).





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage
Natural Heritage Sites 51
State Land
State Parks
State Conservation Areas 4
State Forests
State Fish &: Wildlife Areas 1
Acreage 9,570












Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 20%








74 • Peoria Wilds
The bluffs on the
Illinois River
near Peoria were a
mix of oak woodlands
and prairie openings
in the early 1800s.




here. The bluffs at
Forest Park Nature
Preserve provide a
good example of the
original vegetation,
although the area




on the drier, upper
slopes and ridges;
red oak and sugar
maple characterize
the lower slopes and
ravines.
Summary of Site Characteristics (continued)
Peoria Wilds • 75
Geological Feature
Other
Forest Block >500 Acres
Rookery








State Fish and Wildlife Areas
Illinois River
Federal Land











Upper Mississippi R and Illinois R
Bottomlands
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Landcover at a Glance
^1 upland forest 12%










The Nauvoo RRA is located in west-central Illinois on
the Mississippi River. Sharply dissected bluffs divide
the low, level bottomlands along the river from the
higher rolling uplands. The natural resources—wood-
lands, wetlands, and larger Natural Areas— are mainly
associated with the river.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant landcover type
(56%) within this site. Approximately 17% of the RRA is
wooded (12% upland and 5% bottomland woods).
Nonforested wetlands are not abundant. The Mississippi
River accounts for the high percentage of water.
Natural Areas There are nine Natural Areas which range from a four-acre hill
prairie site to a 3,856 acre forest tract (Cedar Glen). Natural resources in these
areas include aquatic systems, forested bluffs, sand hills, and geological features.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams in this RRA.
Heritage Sites Thirty-six Heritage sites occur within the RRA. Seven significant
community types, two plant species, 1 1 animal species, and two rookeries are
represented.
State and Federal Land Nauvoo State Park is the only state or federal land in the
RRA.
Nature Preserves Two Nature Preserves exist in this RRA. They protect a large
forested tract surrounded by cropland and sand hills which support upland forest
and prairie communities.
Natural Divisions This RRA is comprised of five natural divisions, approximately
half lies in the Middle Mississippi Border Natural Division. The Upper Mississippi
and Illinois River Bottomlands, Western Forest-Prairie, and Illinois and Mississippi
River Sand Areas divisions comprise 14%, 13%, and 12%, respectively, of the
RRA.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage





State Fish &: Wildlife Areas
Acreage 1 40
Percentage of RRA 0.
1
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history tied to the
Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day
Saints (IVIormons).







1844, it was one of








and Illinois R Bottomlands
Western Forest-Prairie
Illinois R and Mississippi R Sand Areas
Major Water Bodies
Mackinaw Rivhr • 83
Mackinaw River
The most significant feature of this RRA is the
Mackinaw River and its tributary. Panther Creek. The
waters flow clear in a series of pools and riffles over a
sand-gravel-silt substrate. The banks are generally
forested and the surrounding area is agricultural.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant landcover
{66% of the area); this site has the fourth largest percent-
age of cropland of the RRAs. The rankings for percentage
of upland woods, nonforested wetlands, bottomland
woods, and Natural Areas acreage are relatively low.
Natural Areas There are four Natural Areas in this
RRA. The two largest sites are a wooded tract along the river and the Mackinaw
River itself. Two small sites include a hill prairie and a geological area.
Biologically Significant Streams Three stream segments totalling 27 miles are
designated as BSS streams in this RRA, including a 16 mile portion of the Mackinaw
River and 8.5 miles of Panther Creek.
Heritage Sites Seven Heritage sites occur in the RRA. One significant community,
two plant species, and one animal species are recognized.
State and Federal Land The Mackinaw River Fish and Wildlife Area is the only
state land. There is no federal land within this RRA.
Nature Preserves Two Nature Preserves are located in the RRA. Parklands
Nature Preserve was established to protect a species of aquatic vegetation in the
Mackinaw River and its surrounding forest. Mehl's Bluff is a diverse site of upland
and bottomland forest, seep, and creek communities located on a bluff of the
Mackinaw River.
Natural Divisions The Mackinaw River RRA lies within the Grand Prairie
Division.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage 26.9





State Fish & Wildlife Areas 1
Acreage 1,397











Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 10%
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Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Danvers Geological Area




Mackinaw River, Alloway Creek to Mclean Co. line
Panther Creek, Rte 24 to Mackinaw River




Threatened and Endangered Animals
Bird




















MiuuLt Illinois River • 87
^m Middle Illinois RiverThe Middle Illinois River RRA incorporates floodplain
and upland landscapes along the Illinois River from
just belotv Peoria to Florence. The Middle Illinois
River site is the third largest of the RRAs. The bound-
ary was modified for this site to include watersheds
with sand prairies. Significant amounts of state land
occur in this RRA.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant land cover,
accounting for half the land area in this RRA.
Approximately 22% of the Middle Illinois River RRA is
either upland or bottomland woods. This site has the third
highest acreages of nonforested wetlands and bottomland forest.
Natural Areas Thirty-eight Natural Area sites are located in the RRA,
totalling the sixth highest percentage of natural area acreage among the RRAs.
Prominant natural features include sand prairies, hill prairies, springs, seeps,
savannas, ponds, lakes, woods, and habitats for herons, eagles, and the Illinois
Mud Turtle. Forty-three percent of the total acreage occurs at Meredosia
Refuge Natural Area.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams within this RRA.
Heritage Sites There are 134 Heritage sites within this RRA. Nine significant
community types, 19 plant species, 22 animal species occur here. Three large forest
tracts and three rookeries are located in this RRA.
State and Federal Land Approximately 9% (53,129 acres) of the RRA is in
state (5.5%) or federal (3.7%) ownership. This site ranks first for acreage in
state ownership. There are nine state holdings—one state park, five conserva-
tion areas, one forest, and two fish and wildlife areas. Emiquon, Chautauqua
and Meridosia National Wildlife Refuges are federal lands located here.
Nature Preserves The six Nature Preserves located in the Middle Illinois River
RRA protect sand prairie, hill prairie, wet prairie, and savanna communities. The
largest is the Sand Prairie-Scrub Oak Nature Preserve, an approximately 1,400 acre
site of sand prairie, sand savanna, and sand forest.
Natural Divisions The site encompasses five natural divisions. .Most of the RRA
is comprised of the Upper Mississippi and Illinois River Bottomlands (42%), Illinois
and Mississippi River Sand Areas (26%), and Western Forest-Prairie (24%)
Divisions.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage













Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 16%
B bottomland forest 7%
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yo • Middle Illinois River
The plant
communities
of the sand prairies


















but is most abundant
in sand prairies.



























Bluff Springs Hill Prairie
Bluff Springs Sand Pond
Burns Sand Prairie














Pike County Conservation Area Eagle Roost
Quiver Prairies








































































White Oak Creek Woods























Forest Block >500 Acres
Rookery











State Fish and Wildlife Areas
Banner Marsh
Pike County (Ray Norhut)
Federal Land
Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge
Emiquon NWR -Approved Boundary
Emiquon NWR -Current Holdings
Meredosia National Wildlife Refuge
Illinois Nature Preserves
























frog has the unusual
habit of burrowing
into the sand with
its front feet (the vast
majority of frogs use






frog can only be
seen in the spring,
when it comes out
of the ground to
mate.
Illinois Nature Preserves (continued)






Vermilion River • ^3
1
94 • Vermilion River
The clear, gravel-
bottomed Middle
Fork of the Vermilion
River is a high quality
stream which sup-
ports a rich diversity
of aquatic species.
Numerous species
of fish, mussels, and
other invertebrates
occur in its boulder
riffles, sand and
gravel raceways,
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Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 24%










Big Rivers is the largest of the RRAs. The area is
characterized by a narrow band of bluffs and
rugged topography that borders the floodplains of the
Mississippi and Illinois Rivers. Forest is the pre-
dominant natural vegetation; hill prairies are com-
mon on western facing bluffs. Sinkholes and sinkhole
ponds occur here.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant landcover
type (42%) of the site, followed by upland woods (24%).
Big Rivers has the highest bottomland woods acreage and
the third highest upland woods acreage among the RRAs;
it ranks seventh in percentages of both bottomland and upland woods. It has
moderate nonforested wetlands resources.
Natural Areas Sixty-one Natural Areas, totaling 10,514 acres, are located in
this RRA. The largest is Gardner Woods with 4,468 acres. Significant features
include hill prairies, aquatic systems, woods, geological areas, glades, and caves.
Biologically Significant Streams Twenty miles of Hadley Creek and nine miles
of the Mississippi River are designated BSS.
Heritage Sites There are 150 Heritage sites within this RRA representing
seven significant community types, 1 1 plant species, 23 animal species, and eight
rookeries.
State and Federal Land* The state and federal governments own 47,448 acres.
Most is federal land divided among Mark Twain National Wildlife Refuge and the
pools of the rivers. Pere Marquette State Park and Calhoun County Conservation
Area are state land located in this RRA.
Nature Preserves There are five Nature Preserves in this RRA. Communities
protected in the preserves are bluffs, sink holes, ravines, bedrock outcrops,
upland forest, and hill prairie.
Natural Dlvisions This site contains five natural divisions, predominantly the
Middle Mississippi Border and Upper Mississippi and Illinois River Bottomlands.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage 28.9
Natural Heritage Sites 1 50
State Land
State Parks 1
State Conservation Areas 1
State Forests
State Fish & Wildlife Areas
Big Rivers • 99
Acreage
TOO • Big Rivers
Overlooking the
Mississippi
River north of Alton
is a forested tract
that includes three
nature preserves:








and loess hill prairie
characterize this
area. Bald eagles
have used the area
as a winter roosting
site.
Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites (continued)
Big Rivers • loi
-Gardner Division
-Calhoun Division




Calhoun County (Rip Rap Landing)
State Forests
State Fish and Wildlife Areas
Federal Land







Pool No. 25 (Inc. Reds Landing and Batchtown FWMA
Pool No. 26 -Calhoun Point
Pool No. 26 -Fuller Lake
Pool No. 26 -Glades Hembold
Pool No. 26 -Godar Diamond
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Western Forest-Prairie
Major Water Bodies
Lower Mississippi R Bottomlands


























































the large river valleys
of Illinois, the current
population of this
bird is small, with as
few as 60 nesting
pairs. These are





































Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 12%









The Embarras River RRA includes the entire length of
the river from the headwaters south of Champaign-
Urbana to its confluence with the Wabash River near
Lawrenceville. The Embarras River itself is the pre-
dominant natural resource responsible for this area's
inclusion in the Resource Rich Area inventory. Rich
species diversity and a wide variety of habitats such as
gravel bars, gravel-sand raceways, sandbars, riffles,
and deep pools are the outstanding features of the
river, particularly the middle sections. The area is one
of the most agricultural among the RJRAs. The
Embarras River RRA shares common boundaries with
the Upper Wabash River and Southern Till Plain RRAs.
Landcover Cropland occupies 69% of the land area at this site. The Embarras
River RRA has the second highest cropland acreage and the second highest percent-
age of cropland. Approximately 15% of the RRA is wooded. Nonforested wetland
resources are relatively low.
Natural Areas Fifteen Natural Areas cover 5,009 acres, or approximately 1%,
of this RRA. These sites include prairie chicken habitat, marshes, aquatic features,
and hill prairies.
Biologically Significant Streams This site ranks second in terms of BSS stream
mileage with 112.5 miles of the Embarras River so designated.
Heritage Sites There are 50 Heritage sites within this RRA including five
community types, three plant species, and 14 animal species.
State and Federal Land State land consists of three state parks; no federal land
occurs in this RRA.
Nature Preserves Significant natural features in the three Nature Preserves that
occur here are marsh, prairie, bottomland forest, old growth forest, and grasslands
that support prairie chickens and other grassland-dependant species.
Natural Divisions This RRA traverses three Natural Divisions—Grand Prairie
(40%), Southern Till Plain (39%), and Wabash Border (21%).





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage 1 12.5





















Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites














Water Works Hill Prairie
Biologically Significant Streams
Embarras River, Lake Charleston to Jasper/Richland
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existed in Illinois in
the mid to late
1800s. In the spring





































Sangamon River • 109
Sangamon River
The major natural features of the Sangamon River
RRA are the forest tract at Robert Allerton Park and
the Sangamon River. The area is highly agricultural.
This RRA is relatively small.
Landcover Nearly three-fourths of the Sangamon
River RRA is cropland, the highest percentage among
the RRAs. Fourteen percent of the RRA is grassland
and 10% is wooded. Upland and bottomland wood
percentages are moderately low. This site has the
lowest acreage and lowest percentage of nonforested
wetlands of the RRAs; there are only 49 acres of
nonforested wetland identified in this site.
Natural Areas The two Natural Areas are Robert Allerton Park and the
Sangamon River.
Biologically Significant Streams A 15.5 mile stretch of the Sangamon River
is designated as a BSS stream.
Heritage Sites There are eight Heritage sites in this RRA representing four
communities types, three animal species, and one large forest tract.
State and Federal Land No state or federal land occurs in this RRA.
Nature Preserves No Nature Preserves occur in this RRA.
Natural Divisions This RRA lies entirely within the Grand Prairie Natural
Division.










































Landcover at a Glance
^1 upland forest 6%


























112 • Sangamon River




this area is Allerton
Park. The natural

























Upper Wabash River •113
Upper Wabash River
The Upper Wabash River RRA encompasses the
Wabash River mainstem from where it enters Illinois
south to just above Latvrenceville and the narrow band
of small tributaries to the river. The Wabash River is
wide and slow flowing with sand-gravel substrate in
this area. This is one of the last relatively unaltered big
rivers in the Midwest.
Landcover This RRA is predominantly agricultural
{63%), followed by wooded (22%). Moderate percentages
of upland and bottomland woods occur in this site.
Nonforested wetlands are not abundant.
Natural Areas A total of 2,212 acres comprise four Natural Areas. The largest is
the 1,929 acre stretch of the Wabash River at Mount Carmel.
Biologically Significant Streams A 76-mile stretch of the Wabash River is
designated as a BSS stream in this RRA.
Heritage Sites There are few Heritage sites in this RRA. One community type,
one plant species, and four animal species are represented by the eight Heritage
occurrences in this site.
State and Federal Land Part of Lincoln Trail State Park occurs in this RRA.
Nature Preserves Robeson Hills is the only Nature Preserve in this RRA. It is a
remnant upland forest with a beech-maple community as its most significant feature.
Natural Divisions This RRA lies almost entirely within the Wabash Border
Division.
















































Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 1 8%























































forests of the eastern
U.S. and the prairie
and oak-hicl<ory
forests of the west











occur in clumps as
new trees grow from













































































is an example of a
dry-mesic prairie
along a railroad line.






Summary of Site Characteristics (continued)















Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Clay County Prairie Chicken Habitat
Jasper County Prairie Chicken Habitat
Little Wabash River
Marion County Prairie Chicken Habitat
Miller Shrub Swamp
Mt. Erie Springs
Salem Leckrone Airport Railroad Prairie
Sandy Branch Woods
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 1)
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 2)
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 3)
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 4)
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 5)
Twelve Mile Prairie (Tract No. 6)
Xenia Railroad Prairie
Biologically Significant Streams















State and Federal Lands
State Parks
Southern Till Plain • 121
State Conservation Areas












Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 20%








The Karst/Cave Area RRA includes Mississippi
bottomlands and part of the Ozark plateau.
Exceptional features are its limestone bedrock,
numerous caves and sinkholes, old growth forest, and
unique flora and fauna. The area originally contained
large areas of forest, prairie, and wetland.
Landcover This RRA is half cropland and one-fourth
wooded. It has relatively moderate percentages of upland
and bottomland woods. This site ranks second in acreage
and seventh in percentage of nonforested wetlands among
the 30 RRAs.
Natural Areas The Karst/Cave RRA has the second highest acreage of Natural
Areas. Over nine percent of this large site is covered by Natural Area sites. Of the 27
Natural Areas, seven sites are larger than 1,000 acres. Significant natural features
are caves, hill prairies, springs, marshes, herpetological areas, and rookeries.
Biologically Significant Streams Designated BSS streams in this RRA include a
short length of the Mississippi River and a tributary to Horse Creek, which total 2.9
miles.
Heritage Sites A moderate number of Heritage sites (92) occurs here. Eight
significant communities types occur here along with nine plant species, 18 animal
species, and two rookeries. There are 14 cave occurrences.
State and Federal Land Horseshoe Lake State Park and Kaskaskia State Fish
and Wildlife Area are the only state or federal land in this site.
Nature Preserves There are four Nature Preserves in this site. High quality
terrestrial cave and aquatic cave communities, hill prairies, and old growth forest
remnants are important natural features of these preserves.
Natural Divisions Five natural divisions comprise this RRA. Most of the area is
Lower Mississippi River Bottomlands (43%), Ozarks (28%), and Southern Till Plain
(18%). Over a third of the state's Lower Mississippi River Bottomlands Division and
20% of the Ozark Division occurs in this RRA.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage 2.9





State Fish & Wildlife Areas 1
Karst/Cave Area • ilt,
Acreage
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1 26 • Karst/Cave Area
Of the twelve
species of bats
that occur in Illinois,
nine are called cave
bats because they
generally hibernate
in caves or aban-
doned mines. A
Monroe County cave



















found only in the
southernmost part
of the state.
Natural Heritage Categories (continued)
Threatened and Endangered Animals
Amphibian
Bird
Lower Wabash • 127
Lower Wabash River
The Lower Wabash River RRA includes the mainstem
of the Wabash River below Lawrenceville to its
confluence with the Ohio River and its small tributaries.
The lower Wabash River watershed encompasses
bottomland forest with wet prairie, sloughs, oxbows,
and marshes. The lower reaches of the river have a sand,
gravel, and rock substrate and feature pools and riffles.
Landcover Cropland is the predominant landcover in
this RRA; two-thirds of the area is cropland. This site has
the third highest percentage of cropland among the RRAs.
Eighteen percent of this site is wooded. Bottomland forest
is a significant natural resource in this RRA; this RRA ranks second in percentage of
bottomland forest. Moderate amounts of nonforested wetlands are present.
Natural Areas Twelve Natural Areas are located in this RRA. Most of the
acreage is in Wabash River sites. Other features include woods, sloughs, and ponds.
Biologically Significant Streams The Lower Wabash River RRA ranks fourth
in BSS streams mileage (75.5 miles), most of which is the Wabash River.
Heritage Sites Thirty-four Heritage sites occur here. Five community types, two
plant species, and 13 animal species are represented.
State and Federal Land Beall Woods State Park and Beall Woods Conservation
Area are the only state or federal land which occurs in this RRA.
Nature Preserves Beall Woods is the only Nature Preserve within this RRA. It is
the largest and best remnant of the immense forests which originally occurred along
the Wabash.
Natural Divisions The site lies almost entirely within the Wabash Border
Natural Division.





Biologically Significant Stream Mileage 75.5
Natural Heritage Sites 34
State Land
State Parks 1
State Conservation Areas 1
State Forests
State Fish &C Wildlife Areas
Acreage 1,261
Percentage of RRA 0-^
Federal Land
Acreage ''











Landcover at a Glance
^ upland forest 7%





















































































and moist soil has
promoted dense
growth. The immense
size of the trees
(some are over 130
feet tall and six feet
in diameter) as well
as the diversity of
species are remark-
able features of the




the area were con-
sidered remnants as



































"" = point location, map not available
Biologically Significant Streams
Brushy Slough
Linle Wabash River, Rte 50 to mouth
Wabash River, Clark Co. to White River

























Lower Wabash River •131
State Forests





















Landcover at a Glance
^ upland forest 3%









The predominant natural features of the Kaskaskia
Bottoms RRA are the large tracts of bottomland forest
associated with the river and the river itself. The river
in this area is fairly wide (up to 100 feet) with a sand,
gravel, cobble, and silt substrate.
Landcover The principal landcover is cropland (58%),
followed by bottoinland woods (18%). Overall the site is
21% forested. The Kaskaskia Bottoms site ranks first in
percentage of bottomland woods and last in percentage of
upland forest. Moderate amounts of nonforested wetlands
are present.
Natural Areas Most of the ten Natural Area sites in this RRA are notable for
their forest resources.
Biologically Significant Streams The upper portion of the Kaskaskia River is
designated a BSS stream for 31 miles of its length within this RRA.
Heritage Sites Seven community types, one plant species, five animal species, and
three large forest tracts are included in the 28 Heritage sites within this RRA.
State and Federal Land State land in this RRA includes the Kaskaskia Fish and
Wildlife Area (6,911 acres) and a portion of South Shore State Park (5 acres).
Federal land consists of a portion of Carlyle Lake.
Nature Preserves There are no Nature Preserves within this RRA.
Natural Divisions This site lies entirely within the Southern Till Plain Natural
Division.












































Illinois Natural Areas Inventory Sites
Baer Brothers Woodlot
Eversgerd Flatwoods






West End Sportsman's Club Woods
Wirth Island
Biologically Significant Streams















Forest Block >500 Acres



























Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 12%









Middle Fork of the Big Muddy
The Middle Fork of the Big Muddy River RRA is a small,
single watershed site. The significant natural features
are the large tracts of forest located along the river.
Landcover Approximately half the landcover in this
RRA is cropland. It ranks fifth in percentage of grassland,
which accounts for 27% of the land area. Nineteen per-
cent of the area is wooded. This RRA ranks eighth for
percentage of bottomland woods and 15th for percent-
age of nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas The Freeman Coal Company Forest is
the only Natural Area.
Biologically Significant Streams There are no BSS streams.
Heritage Sites Two Heritage sites, a floodplain forest and one animal species, are
located in the RRA.
State and Federal Land A 22-acre site. Ten Mile Creek Fish and Wildlife Area,
is the only state or federal land.
Nature Preserves No Nature Preserves are located in the site.
Natural Divisions The Middle Fork of the Big Muddy River RRA is entirely
within the Southern Till Plain Division.
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The Illinois Ozarks RRA is one of the richest, most
biologically diverse areas of the state. Many species
found here are rare and limited in distribution to this
area of the state. This RRA encompasses Mississippi
River bottomlands, Ozark plateau, and unglaciated hill
country. Originally much of the land was forested and
considerable forest remains. The Illinois Ozarks RRA
shares a common boundary with Cache River RRA; the
large, contiguous forests along the boundary are split
into the two RRAs.
Landcover The predominant landcover in this RRA is
woods (42% upland and 10% bottomland woods). Twenty-eight percent of the site
is cropland. The Illinois Ozarks is one of the few nonurban sites where cropland is
not the predominant landcover. The second highest percentage of upland woods and
the fourth highest percentage of bottomland woods occurs in this RRA. It has the
fifth highest acreage of nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas There are 59 Natural Areas covering a total of 17,010 acres, the
fifth highest acreage among the RRAs. These sites include caves, geological features,
aquatic systems, wetlands, woods, and prairies. La Rue-Pine Hills is the largest
Natural Area (4,179 acres).
Biologically Significant Streams Six BSS designations occur in this RRA for a
total of 33 miles. These include four streams and two stretches of the Mississippi
River. The streams are clear with sand, gravel, and rock substrates.
Heritage Sites A large number of Heritage points (227) occur here. Thirteen
community types, 38 plant species, and 30 animal species are located in this RRA.
All eight community categories are represented. There are 17 occurrences of large
forest tracts and three rookeries.
State and Federal Lands Twenty-one percent (99,934 acres) of the RRA is in
public ownership. State land consists of one state park, one conservation area, one
state forest, and one fish and wildlife area. Most of the acreage in public ownership
is in Shawnee National Forest.
Nature Preserves Seven Nature Preserves are located in the RRA. Significant
features are mature forests, cliffs, bedrock outcrops, swamps, and barrens.
Natural Divisions This RRA includes six natural divisions. The Lower
Mississippi River Bottomalnds, Shawnee Hills, and Ozark Natural Divisions each
comprise about one-third of the RRA.
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Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 54%









The Shawnee Hills RRA is a scenic wooded area in an
unglaciated part of the state. An escarpment of sand-
stone runs east to west in this area. Bluffs, rugged hills,
deep ravines, and clear streams support distinctive
flora and fauna. This area was originally forested, and
considerable amounts of forested land remain.
Landcover Woodlands cover 58% of this RRA (54%
upland woods and 4% bottomland woods). It ranks first
in total acreage and percentage of upland woods. Grassland
and cropland account for 24% and 16% of the area,
respectively. This is one of the few nonurban RRAs where
cropland is not the predominant landcover. Moderate amounts
of bottomland woods and low amounts of nonforested wetlands are found at this site.
Natural Areas The Shawnee Hills RRA has the greatest number of Natural
Areas (83) among the RRAs. Principal natural features include bluffs, springs, caves,
aquatic systems, barrens, hill prairies, woods, hollows, and geological features.
Biologically Significant Streams The highest total BSS mileage occurs in this
RRA. Seventeen streams have been given BSS designation. Most are small, clear
streams which run over sand, gravel, and rock substrates.
Heritage Sites The Shawnee Hills RRA ranks third in number of Heritage
occurrences with 255 sites. Ten community types, 49 plants species, and 25 animal
species are located in the RRA. There are four large forest tracts and two rookeries.
State and Federal Land The Shawnee Hills RRA has the highest percentage of
state and federal ownership of the RRAs. The total acreage of state and federal land
is 138,877 acres, or 29% of the RRA, most of which is in the Shawnee National
Forest. State land consists of two state parks and one conservation area.
Nature Preserves Lusk Creek Canyon, the only Nature Preserve in this site, is a
large canyon with high sandstone cliffs and a high quality stream.
Natural Divisions The Shawnee Hills Natural Division is the predominant
division in this RRA (82% of the RRA).
Summary of Site Characteristics: Size, Biologic Resources, and Public Lands
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Acreage 2,060
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B upland forest 27%











The Cache River RRA is located at the southern tip of
Illinois. The upper reach flows through the hills of the
Ozark plateau; the lower Cache flows through flatter
coastal plain where drainage is slow and wetlands
become more abundant. Unique features include bald
cypress-tupelo gum swamps and several species
associated with the southern U.S. The Cache River
RRA shares a common border with the Illinois Ozarks
RRA; the large, contiguous forests that occur along the
boundary are split into the two RRAs.
Landcover The landcover is fairly evenly divided
among three categories—cropland (32%), grassland (29%), and upland woods
(27%). In terms of percentage of the site, the Cache River RRA ranks fourth for
grassland, fifth for upland woods, and sixth for bottomland woods. This site has the
eighth highest acreage of nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas Sixty-three Natural Areas totalling 18,444 acres are located in
this RRA. This RRA ranks third in number of Natural Areas and fourth in acreage
of Natural Areas. Significant features include caves, springs, barrens, ponds, lakes,
swamps, woods, and geological features. The largest Natural Areas are Heron Pond-
Little Black Slough (6,613 acres) and the Lower Cache River Swamp (6,561 acres).
Biologically Significant Streams Six stream segments totalling 53 miles have
been designated as BSS. Horseshoe Lake and Lake Creek support a number of
species that are extremely rare in Illinois.
Heritage Sites There are 298 Heritage occurrences, the second highest number
among the RRAs. There are 17 community types, 41 plant species, and 43 animal
species represented. Seven large forest tracts and two rookeries are located here.
State and Federal Land The total acreage of public land in this RRA is 65,665
acres, or 15% of the land area. There are three state parks and two state conserva-
tion areas. The majority of public land is federally owned and consists of Cypress
Creek National Wildlife Refuge and Shawnee National Forest.
Nature Preserves Eight Nature Preserves are located in the Cache River RRA.
Principal natural features include glades, upland forests, floodplain forests, bluffs,
ravines, ponds, and cypress-tupelo swamps.
Natural Divisions The Natural Divisions of the Cache River RRA are the
Coastal Plain (58%), Shawnee Hills (35%), and Ozarks (7%).
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Landcover at a Glance
B upland forest 31%











The Cretaceous Hills RRA encompasses the southeastern
tip of the state. The area is characterized by rolling
hills of sand, gravel, and clay and bottomlands along
the Ohio River.
Landcover Predominant landcover types are cropland
(32%), upland woods (31%), and grassland (24%). This
site ranks fourth in percentage of upland woods, ninth for
grassland, and fifth for bottomland woods. It has one of
the lowest acreages for nonforested wetlands.
Natural Areas There are 19 Natural Areas. Important
natural features include barrens, springs, lakes, ponds, and
flatwoods.
Biologically Significant Streams Two stretches of the Ohio River totalling 14
miles are designated as BSS streams.
Heritage Sites There are 74 Heritage occurrences. Seven community t)pes, 25
plant species, ten animal species, and two rookeries are located in this RRA.
State and Federal Land Fort Massac State Park is the only state land in this
RRA. Federally owned land consists of 12,000 acres in the Shawnee National Forest.
Nature Preserves Significant features in the two Nature Preserves are slope,
ridge, and ravine forests, seep springs, cypress swamp, floodplain forest, and
flatwoods.
Natural Divisions This RRA is 89% in the Coastal Plain Division and 10% in
the Shawnee Hills Division.
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The identification and characterization of areas rich in biological resources, or Resource Rich Areas (RRA), used an
analysis of natural resource data utilizing GIS technology that was guided by scientists with extensive knowledge of
ecosystem concepts and Illinois biota. The process of identification of RRAs was begun by meeting with scientists at
the Illinois Natural History Survey to develop a list of ecological characteristics and functions of large ecological
reserves, and to develop criteria to be applied in identification and evaluation of RRAs.
A landscape level approach envisions the existence of a system of areas that would protect, maintain, and enhance the
living natural resources of Illinois. From an ecological perspective these areas need to be large enough to provide habi-
tat for area-sensitive species and to allow management practices to reasonably simulate natural forces (e.g. fire).
Further, the areas need to be distributed in a way that the various ecotypes in Illinois are adequately represented. The
specific ecological roles of sites were determined to be the following:
1. provide areas large enough to allow for the natural dynamic nature of ecosystems and to allow
management to simulate natural forces to meet the needs of various communities and species.
2. protect, restore, and enhance areas to provide the ecological requirements for animals and plants
that need large areas.
3. include representative examples of the natural communities of Illinois.
4. protect areas with significant habitat and species diversity.
5. protect habitat types that are diminishing at an alarming rate, such as wetlands, forests, prairies,
and biologically significant streams.
Watersheds, as identified by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (lEPA), were used as the geographic unit for
evaluation and analysis. These watersheds have the advantage of being an ecologically identifiable unit and are impor-
tant administratively within the state. They have the disadvantage of being irregular in shape and variously sized. The
average area covered by an lEPA watershed, of which there are 816, is
69 square miles (44,000 acres). RRA boundaries are derived directly
from watershed boundaries.
Criteria for the evaluation and characterization of RRAs were selected
because they (1) emphasized ecologically important characteristics; (2)
were available as digital statewide databases; and (3) were suitable for
analysis using lEPA watersheds. The criteria, analysis, maps, and sum-
maries in this report are based upon ecological characteristics; econom-
ics, recreational interests, and other considerations were not explicitly
accounted for in this effort. Watersheds were evaluated using the fol-
lowing variables:
1. Forest - percent of the watershed
2. Wetlands - percent of the watershed
3. Illinois Natural Areas Inventory - total area
4. Biologically Significant Streams - total length
The sources of data for the four variables are discussed later in this sec-
tion.
Time limitations made it impossible to acquire new field data and
required that decisions be based upon the best data available for the
entire state. The Illinois Natural Areas Inventory and Biologically
Significant Streams digital datasets were updated and enhanced for use
in the analysis. Other datasets, including boundaries of stare and feder-
ally owned land in Illinois, were created or improved to provide sup-
plemental information.
The four variables were given equal weight in the analysis. Each water-
shed was ranked against all other watersheds for each variable.
Watersheds were placed into 10% quantiles for each variable and given Figure 14. RRA Watershed Scores < 26
a score of 10 points if they were in the top quantile, 9 points in the 81-90 % quantile, 8 points in the 71-80 % quan-
tile, etc. Watersheds in which a variable did not occur were given a score for that variable. The scores for each vari-
able in each watershed were summed; the maximum possible cumulative score was 40. Watersheds were defined as
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resource rich if their cumulative score ranked in the top 10%. This qualification resulted in inclusion of watersheds
having a score of 26 or greater (actually the top 12% of all watersheds due to tie scores).
Spatially adjacent watersheds were grouped to form RRAs. All watersheds with scores of 26 or above were included in
the RRAs and none were excluded. Review of the selections and additional information and advice regarding inclusion
of additional adjacent watersheds and determination of boundaries was provided by an advisory group of four INHS
scientists. Some RRAs were modified by the addition of adjacent watersheds with cumulative scores of less than 26 in
order to accommodate (1) contiguous landcover; (2) watersheds of the three current IDNR project areas (i.e. Rock
River, Cache River and Prairie Parklands; and (3) important natural features that were known by INHS scientists
(Figure 14). Boundaries of RRAs with shared borders were determined based on consideration of such factors as nat-
ural divisions and drainage basins. RRAs were named for the predominant natural feature, usually the major stream.
They are ordered by geographic location from north to south in the tables of this report.
RRAs were collectively and individually described by the occurrence and composition of several characteristics. These
include information about landcover classes. Natural Areas, and Biologically Significant Streams, which were used in
the screening process. Supplemental data about Natural Heritage communities, state and federally owned land, Illinois
Nature Preserves, and natural divisions are also reported. These datasets are described below.
Landcover information was derived from the Critical Trends Assessment Project Landcover Database produced by the
Illinois Natural History Survey from satellite imagery acquired from 1991 to 1995. Seven landcover classes were uti-
lized in this project—upland forest, bottomland forest, nonforested wetland, grassland, cropland, urban or built-up,
and water. For the screening process, forests were defined as the combination of upland forest and bottomland forest
landcover classes, and wetlands as nonforested wetland and bottomland forest classes. Upland forests consists of any
wooded, nonbottomland area; these may be relatively small and the term "forest" is applied loosely. The grassland
class was not used in the screening because "natural" grassland habitats such as prairies and savannas are not distin-
guished from grassland impacted by farming and other human uses. The landcover data has a ground resolution of
93.5 feet (28.5 meters) on a side. Each pixel covers 0.2 acres although a filter with a threshold of up to 5 pixels (1
acre) was applied to the database for this analysis. Area calculations reflect the use of the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) projection, zone 16, North American datum of 1927.
The Illinois Natural Areas Inventory is a dynamic listing of approximately 1,200 sites known to possess important
natural qualities within the state. The INAI database includes sites based on the presence of (a) high qualit)' natural
communities, (b) habitats for endangered species, (c) habitats for relict species, (d) outstanding geologic features, (e)
natural community restoration and endangered species relocations, approved natural areas and restoration sites, (f)
unique natural features, and (g) outstanding streams and rivers (McFall, pers. comm; White 1978). Outstanding
streams and rivers were included in the analysis under this category if they were not included under Biologically
Significant Streams. The INAI data are maintained by the Division of Natural Heritage of IDNR (DNH-IDNR). The
digital database was created and is maintained at INHS and was updated through November 1995.
Biologically Significant Stream designation is based on a comprehensive evaluation of the state's aquatic resources. BSS
designation indicates the presence of high quality aquatic systems (Page, et al. 1991). The criteria included fish popula-
tions, water quality, macroinvertebrates, endangered and threatened species, and mussel diversity. The database is
maintained at INHS and was current as of November 1995.
The Natural Heritage database provided information about significant communities, endangered and threatened
species locations, geological features, and nesting bird colonies. INHS maintains this DNH-IDNR database in its digi-
tal form and was updated in November 1995.
Because information about state and federally owned land may be important in planning management strategies, a
comprehensive CIS database of these resources was developed for this project. IDNR owns the largest acreages of
state-owned land in Illinois. The state owned lands database consists of State Parks, Forests, Conservation Areas, and
Fish and Wildlife Areas.
Illinois Nature Preserves are areas that retain a high degree of their presettlement character or have significant ecologi-
cal, geological, or archaeological features (McFall and Karnes 1995). They are dedicated by law to being maintained
in their natural state. The digital database at INHS was current as of November 1995 with 236 Nature Preserves
(from data provided by IDNR).
Natural Divisions is a classification of the natural environments in Illinois based on topography, soils, bedrock, glacial
history, and distribution of plants and animals (Schwegman 1973). Fourteen natural divisions are defined in Illinois.
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